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Abstract 

The transition from fossil-fuel based energy usage towards renewable energy sources needs to be 

accelerated. The issue is at the developing country level, where a lack of funds and technology - both 

promised by international institutions but not delivered – exacerbates the problem. Where financing is 

available, very few “bankable” projects exist for global investment.  

To hasten the transition, a new decentralized, consumer-based renewable energy approach must be 

adopted. Solar energy technology is particularly suited for this and can see early gains for climate 

change. The G20 can create policies to help develop products for consumers and facilitate global private 

capital and multilateral finance towards this goal. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

Challenge 

 
1. The transition from fossil-fuel based energy usage towards renewable energy sources needs to be 

accelerated.  

Renewable energy comprised 2.8% of global energy consumption in 2015i. Despite improvements in 

technology and natural advantages over conventional energy, the adoption is not growing fast enough 

to meet the global commitments to climate changeii.  The key challenges are: 

• Availbility of appropriate products, which can be easily and widely adopted by 

consumers 

• Where products do exist, market distortions make them financially unviable 

 

2. Financing deficit for renewable energy infrastructure.  

Particulary true for developing economies. The $100 billion per annum Green Climate Fund is grossly 

insufficient to meet the goals, and under 10% is committed iii. 

• Lack of specialized financing for both small and large-scale solar purchases 

• Lack of a secondary market – a key enabler for consumer finance for small-scale solar 

products. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
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Proposal 
 

Recommendation: Convert solar power into a consumer product and channel global 

investments towards decentralised, retail solar infrastructure projects.   

 

Part I: Encourage development of solar-based consumer products 

• Encourage renewable energy companies to design standardised home products that can easily 

be purchased and installed by consumers. Solar panels and systems are not designed for small 

scale installations. For instance, installing a home solar system requires technical expertise for 

gauging orientation and connecting electrical circuitry – similar to mega-solar installations. 

Existing models are unwieldyiv. Required instead are panels that are as easily installed as 

other consumer appliances such as refrigerators and televisions.  

• Encourage widespread use of electric vehicles. There is a distortion to overcome: in most 

developing countries, the electric grid carries subsidised, coal-generated power. Consumers 

therefore don’t pay market rates for a unit of energy, making it difficult to substitute. 

Petroleum, on the other hand, is up to five times more expensive for consumers, as it is often 

aligned to global market prices. Therefore, a better policy will incentivise consumers to 

substitute petroleum with solar, instead of coal for solar. A viable option is a combined Solar-

Electric Vehicle model that provides an immediate and greater monetary benefit to 

consumers. This is not the Tesla, Leaf or Bolt modelv, but more in line with the dominant 

mode of transport in the emerging world, the two-wheeler which is suited for home-solar 

rechargingvi. This encourages the use of renewable energy to mitigate the negative effects of 

carbon emissions from power generation and from transport. Consumer financing companies 

will find this more attractive because vehicles (as opposed to used home solar systems) have a 

ready resale market, should there be loan defaults. This solution will require research and 

investments in higher capacity batteries and public charging points. 

Part 2: Direct long-term savings towards solar consumer finance. 

• Create specialised consumer financing for decentralized solar products. Specialized consumer 

solar finance intermediaries are needed to create markets for solar products in the image of 

automobile and home finance providers. These companies may require initial equity 

investment, as well as access to cheap, long-term debt capital to operate effectively. Such 

retail loans can be bundled and resold to global financial institutions and investors interested 

in renewable energy.  

• Encourage multilateral banks and global private capital to invest in such consumer finance 

companies. Instead of looking for bankable renewable energy projects around the world to 

fund, global investors will find it easy to fund specialised consumer financing intermediaries 

(as described above) with experience with retail banking, which follow global accountability 

standards, and are monitored by national regulators  
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Country examples: 

• India has taken the leadvii on renewable energy, particularly solar, to meet its global and 

national climate change goal. However, despite solar energy being cheaper than nuclear, 

hydro and natural gas, and nearly on a par with that produced by coalviii, only 2.4% of the 

country’s total solar energy installation is residential rooftop solarix. Getting loans for such 

small scale systems is difficult, as is installing and implementing net metering. An experiment 

is already under way: Multilateral support has come from the the World Bank which has 

initiated a $1 billion distributed solar programme for India called the Grid-connected Rooftop 

Solar Photovoltaic (GRPV) Program, financed via India’s largest public-sector bank – the State 

Bank of Indiax.  

• Bangladesh has the most successful large-scale adoption of small-scale products - 3.7 million 

solar rooftop systems - through World Bank supportxi. However, these are extremely low 

capacity, just 10-watt and 20-watt systemsxii. While  these help the marginalized get 

electricty, the overall impact of replacing fossil fuels is negligible.   

• Germany has nearly 40 GW megawatts of installed solar capacity, of which 30 GW is in solar 

rooftopsxiii. Nearly 1.5 million small scale solar systems have been installed, with subsidies 

from Berlin, and created an estimated 38,000 jobsxiv. The European Commission has pushed 

for a move to market based mechanismsxv.  

• The US has an estimated 32 GW of installed solar capacity, of which 13.2 GW (41%) is small 

scale

xviii

xvi. In 2014 and 2015, renewable energy (solar and wind) accounted for more than 50% 

of the new electricity generation in the countryxvii. Net metering has been an important 

enabler for encouraging distributed solar, and the market has been catalysed by permitting 

leasing .  

• At 35 GW, Japan has the world’s third largest installed solar generation capacity, post 

Fukushima. High subsidies have enabled adoptionxix, but it is unsustainable and creates 

market distortions.  
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